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(lyrics used by permission) 

 Verse       Full of profanity

 3 am; tossin’ and a turnin’     Her body of vanity

 Eyes wide open; My minds a churnin’    This cause of Insanity

 Her body close; To me she’s clingin’    It’s all a calamity

 I jump out of bed; And start to singin’      

        She’s so touchable

 Chorus       Lips so kissable

 She’s a bit unstable      Passion is blissful

 Completely unshakable     Everything admissible

 Barely maintainable

 She’s unexplainable      Driving me crazy

        An impatient lady

 Full of profanity      My thinking’s all hazy

 Her body of vanity      Can’t say no or maybe

 This cause of Insanity

 It’s all a calamity      Completely compelling; She’s unforgettable

        Exceedingly sociable; Fashion negotiable

 She’s so touchable      The flowing of gossip; It’s unstoppable

 Lips so kissable      The queen of drama; It’s all emotional

 Passion is blissful

 Everything admissible     Solo

 Driving me crazy      Verse

 An impatient lady      It’s 4 am

 My thinking’s all hazy     And there’s no solution

 Can’t say no or maybe     What had happened

        During evolution

 Completely compelling; She’s unforgettable

 Exceedingly sociable; Fashion negotiable   I jump in bed

 The flowing of gossip; It’s unstoppable    And She looks at me

 The queen of drama; It’s all emotional    She says shut your mouth 

        You’re crazier than me

 Solo         

        So touchable

 Verse       So kissable

 The confused Psychiatrist; Leaving psychiatry   So sociable

 The Ninjas are running; She’s the master of cunning  So fashionable

 Rulers are bowing; Her presence is towering   Incredible

 And her future ambition; Is world acquisition   Emotional

        Desirable

 Chorus       Remarkable

 She’s a bit unstable      Unstoppable

 Completely unshakable     Unshakable

 Barely maintainable      Unbreakable

 She’s unexplainable      And unforgettable

        yeahhh
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ROKITA is Chris Rokita, a songwriter, arranger, producer, recording engineer, sound designer, singer and visual 

artist hailing from Frankenmuth, Michigan, who, as a passionate and dedicated professional engaged in 

technology generation, is creating music that is powerful, inspirational, uplifting, and upbeat.  Simply stated, he 

creates music that leaves listeners in a state of euphoria!

“I understood early on that I had a burning desire to pursue music” Rokita explains, “I wrote a few lyrics back in 

my high school and college days and my oldest brother was in a band and played guitar.  However, no other 

family member played any musical instruments.  Without a good musical upbringing, I needed to unlock my 

potential and grow on my own.  So, everything I know, I picked up as I went along.  I learned by surrounding 

myself with amazingly talented pioneering creatives in the music industry, and most importantly, I learned by 

doing, improving, taking criticism, and never giving up.  These are important life lessons I learned to build upon 

to achieve my success.

My influences run deep.  Especially near and dear to my heart is the Classic Rock music style of the 60s, 70s 

and 80s…with that very real emotional feel.  I grew up enjoying the popular Metal bands of the day; Iron Maiden, 

Ronny James Dio, Poison, Ratt, and the like.  These bands really know how to drive emotions with their 

music…and the guitar work was phenomenal.  Also, I have traveled extensively out-of-country and doing so has 

given me the opportunity to experience so much incredible music first hand.”

Over the course of his career, Rokita has collaborated with world-class artists such as living musical pioneer 

Robert (Bobby) Lee Balderrama (founding member and original guitarist, backing vocalist, and songwriter with 

Question Mark and the Mysterians) as well as Latin Music singing sensation Liliana!  While collaborating with 

incredibly talented artists, Rokita continues to hone his production and songwriting skills which he sees as 

tremendous assets while forging ahead with his solo career.  “I am an unsigned non-major label artist operating 

my own business, so it falls upon me to know as much as possible and be proficient in many things so that I may 

give my fans not only great music but overall great product as well.  I always strive to raise the bar ever higher 

when writing and composing a song.  And I am a consummate professional who has a sincere love of my 

profession and a complete dedication to and passion for my craft.”

“She Is” is the latest single from ROKITA.  “This is a fun party song,” describes Rokita excitedly.  “The music and 

lyrics complement each other perfectly.  It is about a man’s struggle to understand how women think.  I want to 

give a special shout-out and thanks to my wonderful wife for driving the inspiration for this song.”

~ William Kelly Milionis

“I am dedicated to making “feel good” “inspirational” styles of music that are not limited to any genre, instrument, or 

language.” ~ Chris Rokita
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Stock Up On Your ROKITA Digital Singles NOW…
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“So very grateful for your support.

It really means so much to me.”

~ Chris Rokita
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View ROKITA Online at…

Official Website: https://www.rokitamusic.com

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/rokita.music

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/rokitamusic

YouTube Artist Channel:  https://www.youtube.com/@rokitamusic

Spotify Artist Channel:  https://open.spotify.com/artist/1VxARNvoPMTfidQUDtosbf

TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@rokitamusic

Order Official ROKITA Merchandise at…

https://rokitamusic.com/merch

Contact ROKITA at…

CAROKITA MUSIC LLC

PO Box 122

Frankenmuth, MI 48734

E-mail:  carokitamusic@gmail.com
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